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Since 1851, SINGER® has been the trusted leader in garment and 

fabric care. We have applied over 160 years of experience working 

with fabrics and conducting extensive consumer research to develop 

a full product line of consumer-inspired garment care products to 

meet sewer’s exact requirements while also reaching the non-sewing 

consumer. SINGER® is also the garment care and sewing educational 

source to teach our consumers how to best care for their garments so 

that they can feel confident, look their best, and get expert results with 

any sewing project using SINGER® garment care products.

WHY SINGER® Garment Care
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Curved sole plate easily 
navigates cuffs, pleats, 
and more

SteamLogic Plus
1775 Watts

NALATAM#: 220435112



The SINGER® SteamLogic Plus Steam Iron is designed for the sewer and 
the avid ironer with consumer-inspired specifications at a great value. The 
30 minute auto-off and 12’ cord make this iron a great companion to 
all sewers. Digital controls, strong burst of steam, and self-cleaning 
function produce a perfect ironing experience.

30 Minute 
vertical shut 
off
Perfect for 
sewing and 
multi-tasking

1700
watts

Tap water safe
Anti-calcium 
filter

1700
watts

Ultra-fast  
heat up
Gets the job 
done quickly

12 foot / 3.7 
meter, 360˚ 
cord
Longer range

1775
watts

1700
watts

350

300

CERAMIC
FINISH

280

Micro-steam 
pattern
485 holes for 
dynamic steam 
circulation

1775
watts

1700
watts

350

300

CERAMIC
FINISH

280

Large water 
tank
300 ml / 10.1 
fl. oz. for fewer 
refills

1775
watts

1700
watts

350

300

CERAMIC
FINISH

280

ArmorGlide 
non-stick finish
Glides over 
difficult fabric

1775
watts

1700
watts

350

300

CERAMIC
FINISH

280

Strong burst 
of steam
1775 watts for 
expert results

1775
watts

1700
watts

350

300

CERAMIC
FINISH

280

Digital display
With 4-fabric 
selection

1775
watts

1700
watts

350

300

CERAMIC
FINISH

280

Vertical steam 
mode
For curtains 
and delicate 
garments

1700
watts

1775
watts

1700
watts

350

300

CERAMIC
FINISH

280



Curved sole plate easily 
navigates cuffs, pleats, 
and more

SteamLogic
1775 Watts

NALATAM#: 220434112



The SINGER® SteamLogic Steam Iron is designed for the sewer and       
the avid ironer with consumer-inspired specifications at a great value.   
The 30 minute auto-off and 10’ cord make this iron a great companion 
to all sewers. The 485 steam holes on the ceramic soleplate produce a 
perfect ironing experience.

30 Minute 
vertical shut 
off
Perfect for 
sewing and 
multi-tasking

1700
watts

Tap water safe
Anti-calcium 
filter

1700
watts

Ultra-fast  
heat up
Gets the job 
done quickly

10 foot / 3 
meter, 360˚ 
cord
Longer range

1775
watts

1700
watts

350

300

CERAMIC
FINISH

280

Micro-steam 
pattern
485 holes for 
dynamic steam 
circulation

1775
watts

1700
watts

350

300

CERAMIC
FINISH

280

Large water 
tank
280 ml / 9.5 fl. 
oz. for fewer 
refills

1775
watts

1700
watts

350

300

CERAMIC
FINISH

280

ArmorGlide 
non-stick finish
Glides over 
difficult fabric

1775
watts

1700
watts

350

300

CERAMIC
FINISH

280

Strong burst 
of steam
1775 watts for 
expert results

1775
watts

1700
watts

350

300

CERAMIC
FINISH

280

Vertical steam 
mode
For curtains 
and delicate 
garments

1700
watts

1775
watts

1700
watts

350

300

CERAMIC
FINISH

280



SteamCraft Plus
1750 Watts

Mint/Gray

White/Gray Gray/Gray Pink/Gray Red/Gray
NALATAM#: 220432112 NALATAM#: 220431112 NALATAM#: 220433112 NALATAM#: 220430112

NALATAM#: 220429112



30-Minute 
vertical shut 
off
Perfect for 
sewing and 
multi-tasking

1700
watts

Tap water safe
Anti-calcium 
filter

1700
watts

Ultra fast  
heat up
Gets the job 
done quickly

1700
watts

Strong burst  
of steam 
1750 watts for 
expert results

1700
watts

Large water 
tank
300 ml for 
fewer refills

1700
watts

OnPoint tip 
design
For a more 
detailed finish 
on buttons, 
cuffs and 
pleats

1700
watts

Easy to fill
No spill water 
tank

1700
watts

Digital display
With 5-fabric 
selection

1700
watts

Vertical steam 
mode
For curtains 
and delicate 
garments

1700
watts

12 Foot 360º 
cord
Longer range

1700
watts

The SINGER® SteamCraft Plus iron features an OnPoint Tip 
specially designed by sewists to easily open seams, iron 
around buttons, cuffs and pleats for a crisp finish. A digital 
display, 12 foot 360º cord, a large water tank, and strong 
burst of steam, make this the best iron for the sewist.



SteamCraft
1700 Watts

White/Gray

Mint/Gray Pink/Gray White/Mint White/Red
NALATAM#: 220427112 NALATAM#: 220428112 NALATAM#: 220424112 NALATAM#: 220425112

NALATAM#: 220426112



30-Minute 
vertical shut 
off
Perfect for 
sewing and 
multi-tasking

1700
watts

Tap water safe
Anti-calcium 
filter

1700
watts

Ultra fast  
heat up
Gets the job 
done quickly

1700
watts

Strong burst  
of steam 
1750 watts for 
expert results

1700
watts

Large water 
tank
300 ml for 
fewer refills

1700
watts

OnPoint tip 
design
For a more 
detailed finish 
on buttons, 
cuffs and 
pleats

1700
watts

Easy to fill
No spill water 
tank

1700
watts

Vertical steam 
mode
For curtains 
and delicate 
garments

1700
watts

10 foot 360º 
cord
Longer range

1700
watts

LuxeGrip
Premium  
textured handle

The SINGER® SteamCraft iron features an OnPoint Tip spe-
cially designed by sewists to easily open seams, iron around 
buttons, cuffs and pleats for a crisp finish. This iron features 
precision analog controls, 10 foot 360º cord, a large wa-
ter tank, and strong burst of steam.



SteamChoice 3.0
1200 Watts

NALATAM#: 250069112



The SINGER® ArmorGlide scratch-resistant ceramic 
finish heats quickly with a smooth, low-friction glide over                                                   
difficult fabric.

9’/2.7M, 360º 
cord
For longer 
range

1200
watts

260
ml

ANTI
CALC 30

MINUTES 9'

8' 6.2'
ml

270

Self-cleaning
Ensures your 
iron is in clean 
and optimal 
condition

1200
watts

260
ml

ANTI
CALC 30

MINUTES 9'

8' 6.2'
ml

270

Strong burst 
of steam
1200 watts for 
quick results

1200
watts

260
ml

ANTI
CALC 30

MINUTES 9'

8' 6.2'
ml

270

ArmorGlide 
soleplate non-
stick finish
Glides over 
difficult fabric

1200
watts

260
ml

ANTI
CALC 30

MINUTES 9'

8' 6.2'
ml

270

Large water 
tank
Extended 
ironing time 
with a 260ml 
 water tank

1200
watts

260
ml

ANTI
CALC 30

MINUTES 9'

8' 6.2'
ml

270

Tap water safe
Anti-Calcium 
Filter

1200
watts

260
ml

ANTI
CALC 30

MINUTES 9'

8' 6.2'
ml

270

Anti-drip  
Prevents 
dripping 
at lower 
temperatures

1200
watts

260
ml

ANTI
CALC 30

MINUTES 9'

8' 6.2'
ml

270

30-minute 
vertical shut-off
Perfect for 
sewing and 
multi-tasking 

1200
watts

260
ml

ANTI
CALC 30

MINUTES 9'

8' 6.2'
ml

270

Precision  
analog controls
With 4 fabric 
selections

1200
watts

260
ml

ANTI
CALC 30

MINUTES 9'

8' 6.2'
ml

270



SteamChoice 2.0
1200 Watts

NALATAM#: 250068112



8’/2.1M, 360º 
cord
For longer 
range

1200
watts

260
ml

ANTI
CALC 30

MINUTES 9'

8' 6.2'
ml

270

Self cleaning
Ensures your 
iron is in clean 
and optimal 
condition

1200
watts

260
ml

ANTI
CALC 30

MINUTES 9'

8' 6.2'
ml

270

Strong burst 
of steam
1200 watts for 
quick results

1200
watts

260
ml

ANTI
CALC 30

MINUTES 9'

8' 6.2'
ml

270

The SINGER® QuickGlide soleplate offers a 
scratch-resistant finish with a smooth, low-friction 
glide over any fabric.

QuickGlide 
soleplate non-
stick finish
Glides over 
difficult fabric

1200
watts

260
ml

ANTI
CALC 30

MINUTES 9'

8' 6.2'
ml

270

Large water 
tank
Extended 
ironing time 
with a 260ml 
 water tank

1200
watts

260
ml

ANTI
CALC 30

MINUTES 9'

8' 6.2'
ml

270

Tap water safe
Anti-Calcium 
Filter

1200
watts

260
ml

ANTI
CALC 30

MINUTES 9'

8' 6.2'
ml

270

Anti-drip  
Prevents 
dripping 
at lower 
temperatures

1200
watts

260
ml

ANTI
CALC 30

MINUTES 9'

8' 6.2'
ml

270

30-minute 
vertical shut-off
Perfect for 
sewing and 
multi-tasking 

1200
watts

260
ml

ANTI
CALC 30

MINUTES 9'

8' 6.2'
ml

270

Precision    
analog controls
With 4 fabric se-
lections

1200
watts

260
ml

ANTI
CALC 30

MINUTES 9'

8' 6.2'
ml

270



SteamChoice 1.0
1200 Watts

Without Auto Shut-Off
NALATAM#: 250070112

With Auto Shut-Off
NALATAM#: 250075112



The SINGER® SteamChoice 1.0 feaures a non-stick sole 
plate with a tapered tip to meet your ironing challenges.

6.2’/1.9M, 360º 
cord
For longer 
range

1200
watts

260
ml

ANTI
CALC 30

MINUTES 9'

8' 6.2'
ml

270

Strong burst 
of steam
1200 watts for 
quick results

1200
watts

260
ml

ANTI
CALC 30

MINUTES 9'

8' 6.2'
ml

270

Tapered tip,            
non-stick 
soleplate
Glides over 
difficult fabric

Large water 
tank
A 270ml  water 
tank extends 
ironing time

1200
watts

260
ml

ANTI
CALC 30

MINUTES 9'

8' 6.2'
ml

270

Tap water safe
Anti-Calcium 
Filter

1200
watts

260
ml

ANTI
CALC 30

MINUTES 9'

8' 6.2'
ml

270

Anti-drip  
Prevents 
dripping 
at lower 
temperatures

1200
watts

260
ml

ANTI
CALC 30

MINUTES 9'

8' 6.2'
ml

270

30-minute 
vertical shut-off
Perfect for 
sewing and 
multi-tasking 

1200
watts

260
ml

ANTI
CALC 30

MINUTES 9'

8' 6.2'
ml

270



Ironing & Crafting Station

20” x 54”
(50.8 cm x 137.16 cm)

NALATAM#: 220013096



The SINGER® Ironing and Crafting Station is the perfect solution for quilters 
and sewers. The unique shape and easy measure grid make fabric handling 
easier, quicker, and precise. With an innovative built-in tray for storage, 
keep items like cutting mats, scissors, tape measures, and more close at 
hand when you need them. This Ironing and Crafting Station is also height 
adjustable from a table top height that expands your sewing work area to 
standing height.

Perfect solution for quilters and sewers

20” x 54” Rectangular-shaped to make 
fabric handling easier 

Innovative built-in tray for storage of 
items like cutting mats, scissors, tape 
measures, and more

7-Level adjustments from 30” to 38”, 
table height to standing height.

38”

30”

38”

30”

38”

30”

38”

30”



Steamworks™ Pro
Garment Steamer

Black

PeachWhite
NALATAM#: SWP.02C3

NALATAM#: SWP.02C2

NALATAM#: SWP.02C1



Steamworks™ Pro
Garment Steamer

Get the wrinkles out fast with 90 minutes of continuous steam that 
heats up in 45 seconds. The steamer also features a 360-degree rotating 
hanger and telescopic pole for easier use and storage. For safety and 
added convenience the steamer will automatically shut off when the 2.5 
liter water tank is empty.

90
MINUTES

45
SECONDS

SMART AUTO 
SHUT-OFF90

MINUTES
45
SECONDS

SMART AUTO 
SHUT-OFF90

MINUTES
45
SECONDS

SMART AUTO 
SHUT-OFF

90
MINUTES

45
SECONDS

SMART AUTO 
SHUT-OFF

90 Minutes of 
continuous 
steam

Quick garment 
changes and easy 
storage with simple 
fold hanger system

Large removable 
water tank with 
2.5L capacity

Added safety for 
handling from 
premium fabric 
hose

Steam ready in 
45 seconds

Meet your clothing 
and storage needs 
with adjustable 
hanger pole

Smart auto shut-
off switches 
steamer off when 
water tank is 
empty

Accessory kit 
included



Steamworks™ Classic
Garment Steamer

Plum Blue

Green

NALATAM#: SWCV3.02

NALATAM#: SWCV2.02

NALATAM#: SWCV1.02



Steamworks™ Classic

Get the wrinkles out fast with 60 minutes of continuous steam that 
heats up in 45 seconds. The steamer also features a 360-degree rotating 
hanger and telescopic pole for easier use and storage. For safety and 
added convenience the steamer will automatically shut off when the 2 liter 
water tank is empty.

60
MINUTES

45
SECONDS

SMART AUTO 
SHUT-OFF90

MINUTES
45
SECONDS

SMART AUTO 
SHUT-OFF90

MINUTES
45
SECONDS

SMART AUTO 
SHUT-OFF

90
MINUTES

45
SECONDS

SMART AUTO 
SHUT-OFF

60 Minutes of 
continuous 
steam

Quick garment 
changes and easy 
storage with simple 
fold hanger system

Large removable 
water tank with 2L 
capacity

Added safety for 
handling from 
premium fabric 
hose

Steam ready in 
45 seconds

Meet your clothing 
and storage needs 
with adjustable 
hanger pole

Smart auto shut-
off switches 
steamer off when 
water tank is 
empty

Accessory kit 
included



Professional Steam Press
20”

Variable temperature 
control
Turn dial fabric 
selection (nylon, silk, 
wool, cotton, linen)

Dry cleaning results 
at home
Heat, steam and 
pressing performance 
similar to commercial 
dry cleaning presses

Accessory kit 
included
Includes a refill 
container, spray bottle 
and pressing cushion

Convenient for small 
spaces

NALATAM#: SP550.01



The SINGER® Steam Press is an easy at home fabric care product 
designed to save you time, money and provides dry cleaning results at 
home. With a 20” (508mm) x 8.4” (213.8mm) pressing surface and 150ml 
tank, this is perfect for crafts, clothing and more!

5x larger pressing space*
20” Non-stick pressing surface 
measures with easy

Easy storage
Quick and secure lock for easy 
portability and easy storage

Auto shut off
Built in sensor turns off steam 

press when accidentally left on in 
the closed position

Professional  
steam output

30 grams/min of vapor 
output for a mighty 

burst of steam along 
with two on demand 
burst steam buttons   

Delicate to heavy 
duty fabrics

Multi fabric selection 
for various garments

Time saving
Steam press heats up 
to nylon setting in 66 
seconds

High strength 
construction for 
durability and 
performance
Die cast frame 
made from high 
tensile strength 
aluminum

Multiple hours of continuous use
150ml easy-fill water tank minimizes 

need to refill water
*COMPARED TO AN AVERAGE PRESSING IRON SURFACE
*EN COMPARACIÓN UN UNA SUPERFICIE DE PLANCHA PROMEDIO
*PAR RAPPORT À UNE SURFACE DE REPASSAGE MOYENNE



Intelligent Steam Press
26” 

Precise digital 
controls
Digital controls with 
5 fabric selection 
settings (nylon, silk, 
wool, cotton, linen)

Dry cleaning results 
at home
Heat, steam and 
pressing performance 
similar to commercial 
dry cleaning presses

Accessory kit 
included
Includes a refill 
container, spray bottle 
and pressing cushion

Delicate to heavy 
duty fabrics
Multi fabric selection 
for various garments

NALATAM#: ESP260T.01



The SINGER® Steam Press is an easy at home fabric care product 
designed to save you time, money and provides dry cleaning results at 
home. With a 26” (660.4mm) x 11” (280mm) pressing surface and 800ml 
tank, this is perfect for crafts, clothing and more!

7x larger pressing space*
26” non-stick pressing surface measures 
with easy fingertip force

Easy storage
Quick and secure lock for easy 
portability and easy storage

Auto shut off
Built in sensor turns off steam 

press when accidentally left on in 
the closed position

Professional  
steam output

70 grams/min. of vapor 
output for a mighty 

burst of steam along 
with two on demand 
burst steam buttons   

Time saving
Steam press heats up 
to nylon setting in 66 
seconds

High strength 
construction for 
durability and 
performance
Die cast frame 
made from high 
tensile strength 
aluminum

Multiple hours of  
continuous use

800ml easy-fill water tank 
minimizes need to refill water

*COMPARED TO AN AVERAGE PRESSING IRON SURFACE
*EN COMPARACIÓN UN UNA SUPERFICIE DE PLANCHA PROMEDIO
*PAR RAPPORT À UNE SURFACE DE REPASSAGE MOYENNE



Intelligent Steam Press
36”

Precise digital 
controls
Digital controls with 
5 fabric selection 
settings (nylon, silk, 
wool, cotton, linen)

Dry cleaning results 
at home
Heat, steam and 
pressing performance 
similar to commercial 
dry cleaning presses

Accessory kit 
included
Includes a refill 
container, spray bottle 
and pressing cushion

Delicate to heavy 
duty fabrics
Multi fabric selection 
for various garments

NALATAM#: ESP36T1



The SINGER® Steam Press is an easy at home fabric care product 
designed to save you time, money and provides dry cleaning results at 
home. With a 36” (914.4mm) x 12.8” (326mm) pressing surface and 
300ml tank, this is perfect for crafts, clothing and more!

10x larger pressing space*
36” Non-stick pressing surface measures 
with easy fingertip force

Easy storage
Quick and secure lock for easy 
portability and easy storage

Auto shut off
Built in sensor turns off steam 

press when accidentally left on in 
the closed position

Professional  
steam output

80 grams/min. of vapor 
output for a mighty 

burst of steam along 
with two on demand 
burst steam buttons   

Time saving
Steam press heats up 
to nylon setting in 66 
seconds

High strength 
construction for 
durability and 
performance
Die cast frame 
made from high 
tensile strength 
aluminum

Multiple hours of  
continuous use

300ml easy-fill water tank 
minimizes need to refill water

*COMPARED TO AN AVERAGE PRESSING IRON SURFACE
*EN COMPARACIÓN UN UNA SUPERFICIE DE PLANCHA PROMEDIO
*PAR RAPPORT À UNE SURFACE DE REPASSAGE MOYENNE



Steam Press Stand
20” | 26” | 36”

Professional Steam Press 20” - Stand
NALATAM#: ST-07A

Intelligent Steam Press 26” - Stand
NALATAM#: ST-07H

Intelligent Pro Steam Press 26” - Stand
NALATAM#: ST-09H



An elevated stand specifically designed for the 20”, 26” and 36” SINGER® 
Steam Press. The stand keeps the steam press stable while you work, and 
frees up table space for your machine or other accessories.



Since 1851, SINGER® has been the trusted leader in fabric and garment care. We have applied 
over 160 years of experience working with fabrics to develop our new durable, consumer-

inspired garment care products. SINGER® is the educational source to teach our consumers 
how to best care for their garments so that they can feel confident and look their best.

Share your passion for sewing.
 #SINGERsewingcompany

www.SINGER.com

SINGER and the Cameo “S” Design are exclusive trademarks of The Singer Company Limited, S.a.r.l 
or its Affiliates. ©2020 The Singer Company Limited, S.a.r.l. or its Affiliates. All rights reserved.


